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Abstract
High-order spectral element methods (SEM) while very accurate for com-
putational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations can be prohibitively expensive
for meshes with difficult geometries. Controlling the number of iterations
in the pressure solver can significantly reduce the computing time of CFD
applications. A low-order finite element (FEM) operator collocated on the
Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre (GLL) points in the SEM discretization is proposed
as preconditioner. Three different versions of the preconditioner based on
combinations of the low-order stiffness and mass matrices are tested for 2D
and 3D geometries. When building the preconditioning operators a new
meshing approach that allows elements to overlap and need not fill out the
volume of the mesh are explored and proven to be better than traditional
schemes. With these preconditioners a bound on the number of iterations is
attained regardless of mesh geometry or polynomial degree used. This novel
meshing strategy achieves a reduction up to 30% in the number of iterations
compared to the best current schemes without increasing the computational
cost of the preconditioners, and it also overcomes the shortcommings of other
well known preconditioners such as the hybrid Schwarz preconditioner.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In engineering and the hard and applied sciences simulations have become
one of the most successful tools for model validation, verification, and pre-
diction. Experimental approaches, while true to the physics of the model,
can be very expensive or time consuming. Take for example a crashing test
performed by a car company. A prototype of the car is destroyed in the
process every time a test is carried out. For testing multiple features of the
collision protection system, multiple cars are needed and the costs stack up
as more tests are performed. If, instead, a simulated collision that is accurate
enough is used, no costs of scraping parts or building materials and labor are
needed. Simulations can save thousands of dollars to companies and allow
engineers to test features that may not be possible to test under budgetary
constraints or physical constraints.
While simulations are an excellent approach in many aspects, they also lack
in some of the features tested by a real experiment. First, the models used
for the simulation, usually, are reductions of complete models and ignore
several other variables interacting with the system of interest. However,
under the right circumstances this is not a problem because the systems
being ignored have little impact on the variables of interest. Another source of
inaccuracy in simulations is the methods used to solve the equations modeling
the physical system. Known as truncation error, these inaccuracies are a
key component of the simulation process and may need to be reduced more
significantly at a higher computational cost. Finally, a source of error coming
from the representation of numbers using computers can also be significant if
the mathematical methods used fail to account for such computational errors
(see Chapter 1 in [1]).
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1.1 Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
Our work in this thesis deals with the simulation of fluids using the spectral
element method (SEM) and some of the tools used to accelerate the execution
time of its implementation known as preconditioners. A full description of the
method specifically targeted for computational fluid dynamics simulations
can be found in [2]. Here we give a brief description of CFD.
The motion of fluids was modeled back in the early 1800’s by Claude-
Louis Navier and George-Gabriel Stokes who developed a set of equations
describing how the velocity, pressure, temperature, and density of a moving
fluid are related. For incompressible flows (i.e. flows where the density is
constant throughout the domain at all times) the Navier-Stokes equations in
non-dimensional form are:
∂ui
∂t
+ u · ∇ui = −∇p + 1
Re
∆ui + fi, i = 1, 2, 3 (1.1)
∇ · u = 0 (1.2)
where ui is the i-th component of the velocity u, p is the pressure, fi is the
i-th component of the force field, and Re is the Reynolds number. While
not explicitly expressed from equations (1.1)-(1.2), all the fields and scalar
functions are defined on a domain of interest Ω with appropriate boundary
conditions.
In the continuum, a diagnostic equation to handle the pressure can be
generated. By substituting (1.2) in (1.1) the second-order elliptic operator
for the pressure is produced and shown in (1.3) (see section 5.4 in [2] for
details about boundary conditions).
∆p = div (u · ∇ui + f) (1.3)
From the computational point of view, the pressure solve is the most chal-
lenging component in the solution of the Naiver-Stokes equations despite its
elliptic nature, and will be the case of study in this thesis.
For arbitrary domains with complex geometries solving the Navier-Stokes
equation analytically is not possible. We resort to discretizing the equations
in time and space so a solution can be found numerically. Time discretiza-
tion techniques can be of implicit or explicit nature and are chosen depending
on desired stability regions or how the non-linear term in the Navier-Stokes
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equation is treated. Different methods to integrate the equations with differ-
ent stability regions are well known and are summarized for CFD applications
in Chapter 3 in [2].
The spatial discretization of the Navier-Stokes equations on the domain
Ω is treated with the Spectral Element Method first proposed by Patera in
[3]. At a high level, the SEM is a high-order method closely related to the
Finite Element Method (FEM) (see [4, 5, 6] for a detailed description of
the FEM method). Features such as p-refinement (using more elements to
represent the domain) or h-refinement (increasing the polynomial degree of
the approximating functions) can be achieved by the SEM method just as in
the FEM method.
For an explicitly treated non-linear term, the SEM discretization of the
Navier-Stokes equations leads to a system of linear equations at each time-
step that can be solved directly using LU factorization or using iterative
methods (see [7] for a full description of iterative solvers). The later ap-
proach is much more appealing since, in general, the discretization of partial
differential equations (PDEs), such as Navier-Stokes, lead to sparse systems
of equations. Computationally speaking, sparse operators are much cheaper
to apply and store.
In summary, a workflow to solve the Navier-Stokes equations is to first
choose a physical domain (e.g. a pipe, plane, turbine, etc), mesh the domain
using elements, discretize the equations on the elements to derive a linear
system of equations, and integrate the PDE. Tuning the simulation param-
eters such as the time-step size or the size of the elements and polynomial
degree may be necessary to achieve a desired accuracy.
1.2 Preconditioning
As mentioned before, the general approach to solve the linear system of equa-
tions obtained from discretization is based on iterative solvers. Depending
on the characteristics of the system (e.g. eigenvalues and eigenvectors, condi-
tion number, symmetry) different iterative methods may be used. Two of the
most popular ones are the preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) method
and the generalized minimum residual (GMRES) method [7]. The advantage
of iterative methods over direct methods is that only matrix-vector multipli-
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cations are needed to compute a solution as opposed to factorizing matrices
and solving triangular systems. Furthermore, for parallelization purposes,
matrix-vector multiplications and dot-products are easy to implement in
parallel making iterative methods the tool of choice for high performance
computing (HPC) in most cases.
As opposed to direct solvers, iterative solvers do not compute a solution
in a fixed number of steps. Instead, an initial approximation to the solution
is refined at every step by minimizing the residual of the approximation.
While a solution always exist if the system of equations is non-singular (i.e.
the matrix can be inverted), the iterative solver may take an unacceptable
number of iterations to achieve a good approximation. Preconditioners are
a way to control how fast an iterative solver converges to a solution. Good
preconditioners are cheap to compute and significantly reduce the number of
iterations required. In general a preconditioner M is applied as:
M−1Ax = M−1b (1.4)
If M−1 = A−1 the solution of the system is computed exactly in one
iteration, whereas if M−1 = I the original system is not preconditioned at
all. The idea of a preconditioner is to approximate A−1 as closely as possible
without computing it exactly. The computation of A−1 is as expensive as
the original problem and thus not desirable.
Constructing M is done by exploiting different aspects of the mesh or a
priori knowledge of the system. A well known approach is to build a FE mesh
on the Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre (GLL) quadrature points used in the SEM
method and use the FEM stiffness and mass matrices as preconditioners.
Further details are presented in Chapter 2.
1.3 Objectives and Summary
The main goal of this thesis is to develop an FEM preconditioner for the
SEM method that can be implemented in parallel efficiently. We explore
different preconditioning strategies based on low-order elements for geome-
tries with multiple affine and non-affine elements. The contributions of this
work will enable faster CFD simulations for problems with difficult geome-
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tries and extend the work done in FEM preconditioners for 2D geometries to
3D geometries where little work has been done before for the SEM method.
The remaining chapters of this thesis are organized as follows. Chapter 2
surveys the literature and presents the work done in the past for precondi-
tioning matrices arising from discretization by the spectral method. Chapter
3 describes our approach to discretizing the GLL mesh using low-order finite
elements on the GLL points. Chapter 4 summarizes our results and com-
pares the effectiveness of our preconditioner for different types of meshes in
2D and 3D. Finally, Chapter 5 and 6 finalize this work by discussing the
results obtained and propose future directions for this research.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
In surveying the literature for previous works in preconditioners for the spec-
tral element method, research on the spectral method and pseudo-spectral
method are also important and cited here.
2.1 Low-Order Preconditioners
The preconditioning of spectral methods in conjunction with low-order ap-
proximation schemes was first proposed by Orzag in [8]. In his paper, Orzag
develops an iterative method based on a low-order finite-difference approx-
imation to the spectral operator on the Chebyshev nodes that bounds the
eigenvalues of the matrix from below and above as N →∞. His analysis ex-
plains the importance of bounding the spectrum of the operator and its close
relation to the number of iterations needed for the iterative method to con-
vergence. Osrzag was the first to establish the advantages of using low-order
approximations, not only for their spectrum properties, but because they can
be applied cheaply and stored with less memory than their full spectral coun-
terparts. Later, Deville and Mund extended Orzag’s finite-difference-based
preconditioner by applying low-order finite element (FE) preconditioners for
pseudo-spectral methods in [9, 10, 11]. In their research, a preconditioner for
the Chebyshev collocation matrix with bilinear or biquadratic Lagrange fi-
nite elements, as well as bicubic Hermite elements is proposed and analyzed
for convergence. One of the significant observations of Deville and Mund
was that incorporating the finite and spectral element mass matrices, BFEM
and BSEM, resepectively gave significant improvement over using just the FE
stiffness matrx, AFEM, to precondition the spectral stiffness matrix, ASEM.
That is, they observed that the preconditioner
6
M−1FEM = A
−1
FEMBFEMB
−1
SEM (2.1)
gave superior performance to the more commonly used M−1 = A−1FEM. While
the latter is symmetric positive definite (SPD) and thus admits the use of
conjugate gradient (CG) iteration, the former significantly improves the qual-
ity of the iteration search space and thus potentially yields lower work when
used in the context of a nonsymmetric Krylov subspace projection method
such as GMRES. At the time that Devill and Mund were exploring FE-based
preconditioners, Canuto and Quarteroni also worked on low-order precondi-
tioners extended to the variable-coefficient for the Poisson operator with
Dirichlet boundary conditions [12]. Canuto et al. wrote detailed books on
the subject including chapters devoted to preconditioning strategies for bi-
linear Lagrange finite-element preconditioners (see [13, 14]). Shen et al.,
chapter 4.4.2, summarizes some of the works cited here for preconditioners
of nodal-based spectral methods.
A more recent work by Canuto and Quarteroni (see [15]) tests multiple
combinations of the low-order preconditioner based on FEM stiffness and
mass matrices. In their work, not only do they study the convergence prop-
erties of the preconditioners for the Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre (GLL) quadra-
ture points (the works cited before focused on the Chebyshev nodes), but also
they look at how the collocation with finite elements affects the spectrum of
the preconditioner for different orientations of the low-order elements. In
his paper (see Fig. 2.2 in [15]), tetrahedral elements that fill out the whole
volume of a hexahedral element are chosen when building the FEM matri-
ces. The work in Canuto’s paper can be considered the state of the art in
preconditioners of this type for two reasons. As mentioned before this is one
of the few works that looks at how the orientation of the low-order elements
influences the quality of the preconditioner. They also extend their analysis
to 3D geometries which wasn’t studied in detail before.
2.2 Hybrid Schwarz Multigrid Methods
One of the difficulties of low-order preconditioning strategies is that the re-
sultant low-order mesh, located on the Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre (GLL) nodes
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of the underlying spectral element mesh, invariably contains cells that have
high aspect-ratios, which confound standard multigrid smoothing strategies
as well as other preconditioners.
In fact, this cell aspect ratio problem arises even in the single-element case
for any number of space dimensions d > 1. Early work by Rønquist and
Patera [16] and Maday and Mun˜oz [17] using pointwise smoothers showed
multigrid convergence rates that were bounded independent of polynomial
order N in 1D, but which exhibited O
(√
N
)
degradation in 2D. Early spec-
tral multigrid preconditioning strategies of Zang and coworkers [18, 19] had
similar limitations. The situation is somewhat improved by line-relaxation
methods, as considered in a series of papers by Heinrichs [20, 21] and in a
later paper by Shen et al. [22].
An alternative to multigrid for the spectral element method is to use
Schwarz-based preconditioners. Fischer and coworkers [23, 24] developed a
multilevel Schwarz preconditioner for the L2-based pressure-Poisson operator
derived from the lPN − lPN−2 spectral element method that uses compatible
velocity (order N) and pressure (order N−2) spaces. Local Poisson problems
(one for each spectral element) were solved on overlapping subdomains that
were extended by one gridpoint into each of the neighboring elements. The
local problems (solving Mzk = rk in the CG iteration, such that, ideally,
zk ≈ ek yields a search direction pointing in the direction of the current iter-
ation error) were solved in 3D using the fast-diagonalization method (FDM)
[2] in O (EN4) operations and only O (EN2) memory overhead above the
n ≈ EN3 memory accesses required to access rk and zk. The FDM is a fast
tensor-product-based solver that transfers the local O (N3) data per element
into wave space (O (N4) time), divides through by the eigenvalues (O (N3)),
and transfers back to physical space (O (N4)), much like multi-dimensional
FFTs. These block solves typically take less time than the forward operator
evalution (e.g., ASEMu) and completely eliminate the local cell aspect-ratio
problem associated with line- and point-based preconditioners.
High-aspect ratio subdomains (i.e., spectral elements), however, continued
to pose a problem for this class of preconditioners, as noted in [23]. The situ-
ation was significantly improved with the hybrid-Schwarz multigrid (HSMG)
scheme developed in [25, 26]. HSMG is a p-multigrid strategy with Schwarz-
based smoothing (again obviating the need for local line- or point-relaxation).
A critical breakthrough in the HSMG smoother was to weight the additive
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solutions from the local subdomains by the inverse counting matrix (i.e., by
the number of elements that share a given node in an overlap region). While
such weighting is typically not a part of standard Schwarz procedures, failure
to do so in the multigrid context results in a nonsmooth error and poor con-
vergence behavior. The original coarsening stategy for [25, 26] was to take
polynomial orders p = N , N/2, and 1, where p = 1 corresponds to a global
coarse-grid problem that is solved either with a fast parallel direct method
[27] or with a highly tuned algebraic multigrid scheme designed specifically
for scalable solution of coarse-grid problems [28].
Subsequently, it was found that taking p = 3 (instead of p = N/2) for
the second level generally yielded lower iteration counts in addition to lower
work per iteration. The reason for this reduction is that p = 3 yields larger
physical overlap when taking a data from neighboring elements, thus allowing
more decay of the error associated with Green’s functions on the subdomain
boundaries. The p = 3 strategy is somewhat akin to patch-based coarse-grid
solvers. (See e.g. [29] for similar ideas.)
In practice, HSMG has proven a highly effective preconditioner in the open
source spectral element code, Nek5000, and has been used for thousands of
flow simulations in 2D and 3D for problems of up to n = 1010. The key
features of HSMG are its low-cost local smoothers coupled with a fast parallel
coarse-grid solve. There are, however, some geometries—typically comprising
high aspect-ratio elements—that yield unacceptably high iteration counts.
The objective of the current work is to develop a practical preconditioning
strategy that does not suffer degradation in iteration count.
2.3 Low-Order Preconditioners and Algebraic
Multigrid
As discussed in Section 2.1, AFEM has the remarkable property of being
spectrally equivalent to ASEM, which means that the condition number (and
number of iterations) is bounded when we take M = AFEM as a precondi-
tioner. As we shall see, MFE (2.1) is an even better preconditioner whose
cost is essentially equivalent to solving the system AFEM. It is the reduction
of this cost, in fact, that drives our current work. As mentioned previously,
several factors make iterative solution of AFEMz = r difficult, the principal
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of these being high aspect-ratio cells that are intrinsic to tensor-products of
the GLL point distributions (see, e.g., Fig. 4.1) and high aspect-ratio or
highly-distorted elements present in the originating spectral element mesh.
Thus, much of the difficulty of solving the spectral element problem given
by ASEMu = b has been pushed off to solving an almost equally challenging
finite element problem, AFEMz = r. The significant difference is that ASEM
has O (EN6) nonzeros and is far to expensive to form wherease AFEM is
sparse and can be explicitly generated and solved with algebraic multigrid
(AMG).
There are several reasons why AMG will be successful in this context.
First, geometric multigrid is a lost cause because the intrinsic high aspect-
ratio cells formed by the tensor-product GLL points inhibits the use of ge-
ometric multigrid with standard point or even line smoothers. Second, one
can construct AFEM in such a way that it is guaranteed to be a symmetric
M-matrix having positive diagonal and negative off-diagonal elements. Such
matrices are relatively “easy” in the context of AMG. Third, there are sev-
eral scalable and fast AMG packages readily available or under development
(e.g. [30, 31]).
The idea of using AMG to solve the AFEM system has been explored earlier
by other authors (e.g., [32]), but little work has been done on large three-
dimensional problems. Here, we seek to quantify the potential of AFEM
and MFE as practical preconditioners for challenging spectral element flow
problems when coupled with existing AMG technology. In future work, we
will seek to optimize AMG for this class of problems.
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Chapter 3
Methods
Our problem of interest is to solve the elliptic operator used in the solu-
tion of the pressure solve in the Navier-Stokes equation. For simplicity, the
expression for the pressure equation shown in (1.3) can be generalized as:
−∆u = f for u, f ∈ Ω plus boundary conditions (3.1)
for 1, 2, 3 dimensions.
The discretization of (3.1) using the spectral element method produces a
linear system of equations of the form
ASEMu = BSEMf (3.2)
Equation (3.2) is referred to as the weak form of the Poisson operator in
[15]. Its corresponding strong form is given by
B−1SEMASEMu = f (3.3)
which corresponds to the discretization of (3.1) by the collocation approach
(see section 3.2 in [14]). While mathematically equivalent, the weak and
strong forms of the operator posses different preconditioning characteristics.
The strong form has a smaller spread of eigenvalues and hence a reduced
conditioned number making it a better choice for iterative methods with
little extra cost (applying the inverse of BSEM is cheap since it is a diagonal
matrix).
3.1 Choice of FEM Spaces
Building the FEM operators needs to be done in some FEM space of our
choosing. Choices of low-order spaces span linear elements, bilinear elements,
and trilinear elements. Using tensor products we can build FEM operators in
any space from 1D matrices. Based on the results by Fischer (see Appendix in
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[23]) and Canuto (see section 4.1 in [15]), linear elements such as triangles and
tets are the best alternative for two reasons. They are easier to implement in
complex geometries, and they yield a lower condition number in comparison.
Please refer to Appendix A for a Matlab code that replicates the results by
Fischer which we used to guide our decision.
3.2 SEM and FEM Meshes
As part of the discretization approach, a meshing of the domain of interest
is needed that captures as many features of the geometry as possible. For
SEM, meshes composed of linear, quadrilateral, or hexahedral elements are
commonly used due to their numerical integration properties. In the FEM
case, triangular and tetrahedral elements are more common and are usually
better suited for meshing complex geometries. The spectral accuracy of SEM
makes it a much more desirable method for problems with highly irregular
solutions such as fluid flows. SEM meshes, however, are much less sparse and
thus more ill-conditioned than their FEM counterparts. For this reason, us-
ing an FEM preconditioner generated on the collocation points of the SEM
discretization is an excellent alternative. Not only is it cheaper to invert,
but it is a good approximation to the SEM operator that bounds the con-
dition number of the system by a constant factor. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show
a collocation example on the GLL nodes using triangular and tetrahedral
elements. Notice that the orientation of the triangles and tetrahedrals given
here is not the only alternative and multiple orientations forming an oriented
mesh, alternating mesh, or random mesh are possible. The choosing of such
orientation greatly impacts the mass matrix but has no effect on the stiffness
matrix. For this reason, when building strong operators it is important to
choose an orientation that minimizes the condition number of the precon-
ditioner (see Table 4.2 and Figure 4.4 in [15] for numerical results showing
this).
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Figure 3.1: Triangular mesh (right) collocated on the GLL points for one
spectral element (left)
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Figure 3.2: Tetrahedral discretization of a hex element with 5 tets (center)
and 6 tets (right). We show a single hex sub-element of the complete
spectral element (left)
An important property of the meshing alternatives shown in Figures 3.1
and 3.2 is that they fill the volume of the sub-elements. From a physical
point of view, this makes sense since no region of the domain should be
ignored in the discretization. However for preconditioning purposes, it may
not be necessary to restrict the mesh in this fashion and by looking at other
alternatives effective preconditioners can be constructed and applied much
cheaply. One of the reasons behind this idea is that the degree of a vertex (i.e.
number of edges connecting to other vertices) in the FEM mesh is a good
approximation to the number of non-zeros in the corresponding row of the
matrix for that vertex. Intuition tells us that the sparsity pattern of a mesh
with 6 tets per sub-element is much denser than that of the 5-tetrahedral
case since more edges are added per element. However, this behaviour is
not necessarily true given that opossing faces of two adjacent elements may
discretize with the same coefficient with opposite signs thus canceling the
contribution to the overall assembly. We propose a meshing strategy that
minimizes the degree of the vertices and builds a mesh with a low number
of non-zeros per row. The basic idea is to discretize the PDE using a single
triangle or tet per vertex that connects to the vertices immediately adjacent
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to it thus not creating new connections between vertices. To the best of
our knowledge this is the first time this meshing scheme has been proposed
for preconditioning purposes. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show what the low order
elements look like in 2D and 3D, respectively.
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Figure 3.3: FEM meshing of a rectangular element with one triangle per
vertex for a total of 4 elements
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Figure 3.4: FEM meshing of a hexahedral element with one tet per vertex
for a total of 8 elements
With this discretization scheme, 5 non-zeros in 2D and 7 non-zeros in 3D
per row are generated at most for the stiffness matrix. Furthermore, an
implementation of this scheme does not need to worry about orientation of
the triangles or tets since only one possible option exists for each of the 4 or 8
vertices. We will call the stiffness and mass matrices from this discretization
AFEM and BFEM, respectively.
3.3 Preconditioners
Now that our FEM discretization scheme has been established, we formally
propose three different preconditioners for the system:
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M−1ASEMu = M−1f (3.4)
M = AFEM Weak preconditioner, P
w (3.5)
M = BSEMB
−1
FEMAFEM Strong preconditioner, P
s (3.6)
M = BSEMB
−1
FEM-dAFEM Strong diagonal preconditioner, P
sd (3.7)
The term BFEM-d is the row-sum diagonal matrix from the original BFEM.
For this case, the cost of the strong diagonal preconditioner is no more ex-
pensive than the weak preconditioner since both the SEM and FEM matrices
act as row scaling factors that can be computed before the preconditioner is
applied.
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Chapter 4
Results
Testing of our different preconditioners was done with multiple elements and
mixed boundary conditions. For the initial testing, a mesh with only affine
elements and Dirichlet boundary conditions is used. By increasing the aspect
ratio of the elements the condition number of the matrix is worsened and thus
we can test the effect of the preconditioners for difficult meshes even in this
simple experiment. For the iterative method used, here we focus on GMRES
since it is able to handle non symmetric matrices. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show
the meshes for the 2D and 3D testing, respectively. Plots of the number of
iterations as a function of the polynomial degree are shown in Figures 4.3 and
4.4. In the GMRES plots, solid lines with triangles and dashed lines with
stars represent two types of FEM discretization. The solid lines represent
the discretization with one element per vertex and the dashed lines represent
the discretization with elements that fill out the volume or area. Colors
differentiate the type of preconditioner constructed.
The code was run using a combination of Fortran and C/C++. The SEM
discretization was implemented with Nek5000 (see [33]) and the FEM as-
sembly was done in C++ both with 64-bit precission. Solving the linear
system of equations at the preconditioning phase was done with the alge-
braic multigrid method (AMG) implemented in the ML package (see [30])
from the Trilinos library (see [34]). In all our runs, we let the AMG solver
perform as many V-cycles as it needs to in order to reduce the residual below
to 10−8. A smoothed aggregation scheme is used as coarsening strategy and
presmoothing and postsmoothing are applied with 2 sweeps of symmetric
Gauss-Siedel.
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(a) Aspect ratio: 1 (b) Aspect ratio: 2
(c) Aspect ratio: 4 (d) Aspect ratio: 8
(e) Aspect ratio: 16
Figure 4.1: 2D meshes with 4 elements in the horizontal dimension and 2
elements in the vertical dimension
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(a) Aspect ratio: 1 (b) Aspect ratio: 2
(c) Aspect ratio: 4 (d) Aspect ratio: 8
(e) Aspect ratio: 16
Figure 4.2: 3D meshes with 4 elements in the horizontal dimension, 2
elements in the vertical dimension, and 2 elements in the depth dimension
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(e) Aspect ratio: 16
Figure 4.3: GMRES iteration count when solving the Poisson equation with
Dirichlet boundary conditions for the 2D meshes in Fig. 4.1
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Figure 4.4: GMRES iteration count when solving the Poisson equation with
Dirichlet boundary conditions for the 3D meshes in Fig. 4.2
A more complicated mesh used to simulate the problem of a flow past a
cylinder is shown in Figure 4.5. A total of 1472 elements in 2D and 5888
20
elements in 3D conform this mesh and boundary conditions of mixed types,
including Dirichlet, Newman, and periodic, are used in the simulation. Figure
4.6 shows the number of GMRES iterations as we did before for the 2D case.
Extruding the mesh in the z direction allows us to test the problem in 3D and
the results are shown in Figure 4.7. Notice that for the 3D results only runs
up to N = 7 are tested. Running with a higher polynomial degree crashes
in the compilation stage and due to memory constraints.
Figure 4.5: Mesh for the flow past a cylinder problem with polynomial
degree N = 4
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Figure 4.6: GMRES iteration count when solving the flow past a cylinder
problem in 2D for the mesh in Figure 4.5
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Figure 4.7: GMRES iteration count when solving the flow past a cylinder
problem in 3D for the mesh in Figure 4.5 extruded with 4 copies in the z
dimension
In Tables 4.1 and 4.2 we compare the hybrid Schwarz preconditioner in [23]
with our scheme. Notice that the iteration count is lower in Table 4.2, demon-
straiting the preconditioning properties of using one element per vertex. The
lower iteration count for the hybrid Schwarz method when E = 1744 stems
from the fact that, even though we are using more elements, the added ele-
ments fix the high-aspect ratio elements in the geometry for the other three
cases.
Table 4.1: GMRES Iteration count using elements that fill out the volume
of the high-order elements
E Schwarz Pw P s P sd
93 43 13 16 13
372 60 14 17 14
1488 85 15 18 15
1744 44 15 18 15
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Table 4.2: GMRES Iteration count with one element per vertex in the
high-order elements
E Schwarz Pw P s P sd
93 43 11 11 9
372 60 11 12 10
1488 85 11 12 10
1744 44 11 12 10
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Chapter 5
Discussion
As shown in the Results section, all the preconditioners proposed achieve a
bounded number of iterations for the GMRES solver. In all the cases tested,
including both 2D and 3D meshes, the preconditioner with the strong oper-
ator and a diagonal mass matrix in (3.7) achieves the lowest iteration count.
This preconditioner is the best choice not only for its spectrum properties,
but because applying it is no more expensive than the weak preconditioner.
Constructing the preconditioning matrix can be done by premultiplying the
stiffness matrix by the diagonal mass matrices from the SEM and FEM dis-
cretization.
When comparing the discretization scheme used, we see that using one
element per vertex is the most successful approach in 2D and 3D. In all
the tests, the number of iterations using one element per vertex are lower
compared to the same test with elements that fill out the geometry. For the
flow past a cylinder test this is even more clear. As we can see in Figure 4.6
and Figure 4.7 the number of iterations can be reduced by 30% in the best
case when switching to one element per vertex.
In trying to explain why one element per vertex discretization is better, we
looked at the sparsity patter of the matrices. When using this approach the
mass matrix becomes less sparse in comparison to the other scheme. It may
be that the added information serves to approximate the inverse spectral
operator much better, but more research needs to be done to answer this
question. Similarly, it is clear that by using the lumped mass matrix the
preconditioner not only becomes cheaper but much more effective. This
is true no matter what discretization approach is used, and it opens some
questions about other possible combinations of the columns of the matrix
that further reduce the iteration count. No theory is available addressing
this behavior and most of the results rely on numerical experiments to answer
these questions as we did here.
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Finally, the low-order preconditioning strategy proved to be significantly
superior to the additive Schwarz preconditioner in terms of bounding the
iteration count. This is specially true for high-aspect ratio elements and
elements with sharp or very open angles.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this work we explored a new way to construct low-order finite element
preconditioners for the spectral element method. We tested three different
preconditioners from weak and strong operators built using two different ap-
proaches: one element per vertex and elements that fill out the geometry.
While intuition tells us that elements that don’t overlap and cover the whole
domain are the best alternative, we showed this is not necessarily the case
for preconditioning purposes. Our proposed one element per vertex approach
proved to be the best choice in all the cases. Furthermore, we also showed
that using a diagonal mass matrix significantly reduces the number of itera-
tions needed in the GMRES solver regardless of the low-order discretization
scheme used. Such diagonal matrix also reduces the computational cost of
applying the preconditioner since it can be precomputed beforehand. In
solving the linear system at the preconditioning phase the AMG method was
used. At this stage we are exploring the potential of AMG for complex ge-
ometries and seeking optimal preconditioners. In the sequel, we will explore
high performance relaxation strategies, such as replacing the full AMG cycle
with a single V-cycle, as well as experimenting with coarsening strategis and
smoothers. In terms of CFD simulations, these preconditioning strategies
will enable faster simulations, not only by reducing the iteration count but
by enabling runs with longer time-steps. Increasing the step size in the time
integration usually ramps up the iteration count in the pressure solver. By
applying the preconditioners we found here, longer time-steps can be taken
and meshes with difficult geometries can be solved much faster.
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Appendix A
FEM Spaces Code
The following Matlab code generates multiple FEM operatros from different
FEM spaces and use them to precondition an SEM stiffness matrix. The
matrices are constructed with tensor products of 1D matrices on the reference
element (i.e. Ωˆ = [−1, 1]).
format compact; clear all; close all
k = 0;
for N = 2:25;
k = k + 1;
[As , Bs , Cs, Ds, z, w] = semhat(N); % SE matrices
[Ad , Bd , Cd, Dd, z, w] = femhat_gll(N); % FE matrices
[Af , Bf , Cf, Df, z, w] = femhat_full_gll(N); % FE matrices
Rx = speye(N + 1); Rx = Rx(2:end , :); % Dirichlet at x = 0
Ry = speye(N + 1); % Neumann elsewhere
Rz = speye(N + 1);
As = sparse(As); Bs = sparse(Bs);
Af = sparse(Af); Bf = sparse(Bf); % Full mass matrix
Ad = sparse(Af); Bd = sparse(Bd); % Diagonal mass matrix
As2 = kron(Bs , As) + kron(As, Bs); Bs2 = kron(Bs, Bs);
Af2 = kron(Bf , Af) + kron(Af, Bf); Bf2 = kron(Bf, Bf);
Ad2 = kron(Bd , Ad) + kron(Ad, Bd); Bd2 = kron(Bd, Bd);
R2d = kron(Ry , Rx);
As3 = kron(Bs , As2) + kron(As, Bs2); Bs3 = kron(Bs , Bs2);
Af3 = kron(Bf , Af2) + kron(Af, Bf2); Bf3 = kron(Bf , Bf2);
Ad3 = kron(Bd , Ad2) + kron(Ad, Bd2); Bd3 = kron(Bd , Bd2);
R3d = kron(Rz , R2d);
As3 = R3d * As3 * R3d ’; Af3 = R3d * Af3 * R3d ’; Ad3 = R3d * Ad3 * R3d ’;
Bs3 = R3d * Bs3 * R3d ’; Bf3 = R3d * Bf3 * R3d ’; Bd3 = R3d * Bd3 * R3d ’;
n = size(As3 , 1); f = rand(n, 1);
BBA = Bf3 * (Bs3 \ As3);
BDA = Bd3 * (Bs3 \ As3);
[u, flag , relres1 , iter1] = gmres(As3 , f, 100, 1.e-11,100, Ad3);
[u, flag , relres2 , iter2] = gmres(As3 , f, 100, 1.e-11,100, Af3);
[u, flag , relres3 , iter3] = gmres(BBA , f, 100, 1.e-11,100, Af3);
[u, flag , relres4 , iter4] = gmres(BDA , f, 100, 1.e-11,100, Ad3);
[relres1 relres2 relres3 relres4]
[iter1 iter2 iter3 iter4]
it(k, :) = [n N iter1 (2) iter2 (2) iter3 (2) iter4 (2)];
end;
it
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